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The Super Leg Press 45° Dual System is a specific machine to 
train the lower limbs that reproduces the pushing movement 
along a work surface inclined at 45°, thus being effective for 
strengthening the front, rear muscles of the thigh, and hip.  

The machine adopts the innovative "Dual System", which splits 
the thrust platform by means of a special release lever. This 
process makes independent the movement between the two 
lower limbs and distributes the load in a symmetrical and 
balanced way on the left and right sides, deleting the possible 
muscular compensations that may occur during the exercise 
with normal Leg Presses with a single carriage. Thanks to this 

system, the new Panatta Leg Press allows several uses with multiple possibilities of training the lower limbs. 

• BOTH FEET EXECUTION (JOINTED PLATFORMS) 

The exercise performed on the press with the two platforms together, typical of 
common presses, allows high loads lifting and lends itself to maximal and sub-maximal 
strength work. 

• BOTH FEET EXECUTION CON WITH INDEPENDENT PLATFORMS 

By releasing the locking lever between the two push carriages, the load becomes 
independent between the two limbs with a particular involvement of the proprioception 
that stimulates motor control, rebalancing the strength of both lower limbs. 

 

• SINGLE FOOT EXECUTION WITH ONE PLATFORM  

It is possible to perform the thrust exercise with a single limb, for greater 
concentration and muscle isolation on the thighs and glutes. The single foot 
execution is used both in fitness to give greater muscular emphasis, and in the field of 
functional re-education to correct possible muscular asymmetries of the lower limbs 
by restoring levels of strength, power and coordination; 

• ALTERNATED FEET EXECUTION  

An alternating thrusting movement between the left and right limbs is possible, 
performed dynamically with a high execution speed, which is functional for sports 
training where strength, power, endurance and coordination must be developed 
together.  

 

Particular attention has also been paid to user safety, thanks to the easy start system with manually operated levers 
(independent between the right and left sides) and height-adjustable limit switches in three positions,also independent 
between the two sides. 
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